Recruitment of Specialist Officers - Project 2017-18
Notification of Final Result
This has reference to the advertisement dated 14.11.2017 in leading newspapers and detailed advertisement
& notification on our Bank’s website inviting applications for recruitment of Specialist Officers in our Bank.
The applications were shortlisted for interview for the posts of Head-Credit Risk (Corporate Credit); HeadEnterprise & Operational Risk and Head-Credit Risk (Retail Credit); and the interviews were held on
21.05.2018.
Subsequent to the above, the results of applicants are now being released, for the following posts, who are
provisionally found eligible for selection in the Bank’s service subject to their medical fitness, eligibility,
submission of requisite certificates / documents etc.

POST CODE
01

POST
Head-Credit Risk (Corporate Credit)

02
12

Head-Enterprise & Operational Risk
Head-Credit Risk(Retail Credit)

REGISTRATION NUMBER
730012764
No one was found suitable
for the post
730017200

Only an e-copy of the digitally signed appointment letters will be sent shortly to the registered Email Id of
the candidates provisionally selected for the above mentioned post.
Candidates are advised to keep their testimonials, documents, caste certificate (if applicable, as per format
to be produced while applying for appointment to posts under the Government of India), relieving letter from
the present organization and all other documents as mentioned in the aforesaid advertisement dated
14.11.2017 in readiness, for verification by the Bank as and when called for. As regards candidates belonging
to OBC category, the caste certificate should not be more than one year old as on the date of joining.
Candidates are also advised to visit the Bank’s website periodically for any further notification.
WAITING LIST
We are also publishing a ‘Waiting list’ of candidates, in the order of merit, who shall be considered against
drop outs/cancellations in the order of merit, following all reservation norms and other terms and conditions,
as applicable.

POST
CODE

POST

1

Head-Credit Risk (Corporate Credit)

12

Head-Credit Risk(Retail Credit)

REGISTRATION NUMBER
1)730019866
2)730017861
1) 730020127

* Waiting list will be valid till 31.12.2018

All care has been taken in compiling the Final result. However, bank reserves the right to rectify any
inadvertent error.
Decision of the Bank in all matters pertaining to selection process shall be final and binding.
HEAD (HR ADMINISTRATION & CLO)
DATE: 31.05.2018

